
ACADEMIC WRITING STYLE SAMPLE

Academic writing is structured, formal and objective. discipline), the language features evident in the first example
contribute to an appropriate academic style.

Even parents who agree with this idea may still feel some anxiety about it. Each body paragraph should
present ONE main point. For example, you may explain a researcher's interpretation or argument and then
evaluate the merits of the argument, or give your own alternative interpretation. Your thesis will be
substantiated and explanations clear. Which ones have some problems? Evidence-Based Reasoning
Assignments often ask you to express your own point of view about the research problem. This is also one of
the main functions of academic writing--examining and explaining the significance of complex ideas as
clearly as possible. It doesn't mean using lots of long words and complicated sentences! Improving Academic
Writing To improve your academic writing skills, you should focus your efforts on three key areas: 1. A
paragraph can be planned like a mini-essay using the PEAL format: P: Sentence introducing the point with
any necessary detail. In our everyday lives we are used to communicating by writing texts and instant
messages. It could be said that Write formally and with clarity Writing should be formal, but it does not need
to be pompous. With freedom to explore, by contrast, she can take ownership of her career decisions and
develop internal motivation to reach her goals. This exercise simply helps you to develop your ability to use a
variety of grammatical structures. Awareness of the words you use is important because words that have
almost the same denotation [dictionary definition] can have very different connotations [implied meanings].
Focus on creating clear and elegant prose that minimizes reliance on specialized terminology. The template
includes the essential paragraphs you should include in your Task 2 response. Write out an acronym in full the
first time you use it. Instead, link them to your argument and show how they support what you are saying. The
important thing is to consider the purpose of your writing - that will help you to decide how to write it.
Excessive use of specialized terminology. Some parents may worry that pushing their children towards a
particular career could be harmful.


